The TransAmericas Research Workshop, a new Humanities Institute working group, invites scholars and students interested in Latin American, Latina/o and Caribbean studies to our inaugural meeting on Tuesday, November 30, 12-1:30pm in 1004 Clemens.

The TransAmericas group’s mission is to bring together people throughout the University and across disciplines interested in a hemispheric approach to Latin American, Latina/o and Caribbean studies. In our first meeting, we will discuss recent works by Jill Lane, Adrián Pérez Melgoza and Mary Louise Pratt, who develop innovative perspectives on the critical study of race and gender in the 19th and 20th century (readings available at the Trans-Americas working group’s open UBLearns site, “Trans-Americas Working Group,” or upon request at ctrumper@buffalo.edu).

In the Spring semester, we will continue our bi-monthly meetings while hosting scholars of Latin America, Latina/o and Caribbean studies who further study this relationship between race, gender and politics from a cross-disciplinary, transnational perspective.

Questions? Please contact the group coordinators Camilo Trumper (ctrumper@buffalo.edu) or Dalia Muller (daliamul@buffalo.edu).